CTTC meeting at 2010 IEEE Globecom

Date: Tue 7-Dec-2010
Time: 18:30 - 19:00
CTTC Meeting, December 7, 2010 IEEE GLOBECOM, Miami, FL, USA

ATTENDANCE: 59 (see list of attendees at the bottom)

MINUTES
Meeting called to order at 6:30 PM, Michael Rice, CTTC Chair, conducting.

Agenda:

0. Approval of Minutes from 2010 IEEE ICC meeting

1. Conference Reports:
   * CT Symposium, GC 2010 (M. Rice)
     Symposium Co-chairs: Shuguang Cui (Texas A&M), Michael Rice (BYU), Vahid Tarokh (Harvard)
     TPC: 77 members
     Papers: 236 reviewed
       92 accepted (38%) with min score ~3.5
       17 oral sessions (4 papers each)
       4 poster sessions (6 papers each)
   * CT Symposium, ICC 2011 (M. Valenti)
     Symposium Co-chairs: Marco Chiani (U. Bologna, Italy), Tomoaki Ohtsuki (Keio U., Japan), Matthew Valenti (West Virginia U., USA), Wei Zhang (U. New South Wales, Australia)
     TPC: 110 members (avg. load 7.1 papers/TPC member)
     Papers: 261 reviewed
       100 accepted (38%), in process of finalizing decisions
       Notifications to be sent Jan. 11, 2011.
       17 oral sessions (5 papers each)
       1 poster session (15 papers)
   * CT Symposium, GC 2011 (R. Raheli)
     Communication Theory Symp. Co-Chairs: Zhi (Gerry) Tian, Michigan Tech University, USA, Ali Ghrayeb, Concordia University, Canada (CTTC), Riccardo Raheli, University of Parma, Italy (CTTC), Qinqing Zhang, Johns Hopkins University, USA
     TPC Meeting @ Globecom 2010: Dec. 9, 2010
     On-line Symposium CfP drafted
     Invitation of TPC members soon:

2. Workshop Reports:
   * CTW 2010 (J. Andrews)
63 paid registrations
profit of $6k
Mixture of academia and industry was successful
Panels got a lot of discussion
15 posters, Best Poster Award (recommend making this standard)

* CTW 2011 (S. Ulukus)
  Mon 20 – Wed 22 June 2011 in Sitges Spain
  Submission deadline March 13, 2011
  General Chair: Markku Juntti (University of Oulu, Finland)
  TPC Co_Chairs: Marco Chiani University of Bologna, Italy
               Sennur Ulukus, University of Maryland, USA
               Giuseppe Abreu, University of Oulu, Finland

* CTW 2012 (M. Honig)
  Mon 14 – Wed 16 May, 2012
  Location: Hawaii
  Co-chairs: Randall Berry, Michael Honig
  TPC: VenuVeeravalli

3. CTTC Service Award Presentations (M. Rice (for awards committee))
   * 2010 CTTC Service Award
     - Richard D. Gitlin for his active involvement in the leadership of the
       Communication Theory Committee and organization of a Communication
       Theory Workshop.
     - Larry Milstein for his active and continued involvement in the leadership of
       the Communication Theory Committee and editorial service including being
       editor-in-chief of the Journal on Selected Areas in Communication.

4. CTTC Achievement Award (R. Heath (for awards committee))
   * 2010 CTTC Achievement Award
     Gerard J. Foschini for pioneering work on multiple input multiple output
     wireless communication.
     * Dariush Divsalar for pioneering work on modulation theory, error
       correcting codes, and iterative decoding.

5. Elections for new CTTC Chair (C. Georghiades (for nominations committee))
   R. Heath elected as CTTC Chair for 2011 and 2012

Adjourn at about 7 pm
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